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A k-projection of a set of n points N in the plane is an orthogonal projection 
revealing at most k points. We prove a variety of upper and lower bounds on ok(n), 
the maximum number of distinct k-projections for point sets of size n. n 1990 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
An orthogonal projection of a point set onto a line 1 maps each point to 
a point on I such that the original and projected points define a line per- 
pendicular to 1. Since points that lie on a common line perpendicular to 1 
get mapped to the same point, we can consider the number of points k < n 
in a particular projection. A k-projection is an orthogonal projection that 
yields at most k point images. In this paper, we bound the number of dis- 
tinct k-projections of a point set in the plane. Note that we are interested 
in distinct projections. Since all parallel lines define identical projections, 
we can assume that 1 contains the origin. 
These results provide insight into the structure of degenerate point sets, 
where more than two points define the same direction or line. The problem 
arose in the context of Hammer’s X-ray problem [l] for non-convex 
polygons, where we seek an algorithm for reconstruction from orthogonal 
projections. See [2] for related results in geometric probing. Another 
application is determining the possible sizes of a set of indistinguishable 
objects given a number of views of the set. For example, given a number 
of simultaneous views of a flock of birds, how many birds can there be in 
the flock? 
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Each direction of a point set determines a k-projection for some k < n. A 
related problem, that of minimizing the total number of directions in a 
point set, was solved at 2Ln/2] by Unger [3]. 
We define a function vk(n) which specifies the largest number of k-pro- 
jections in any configuration of n points N. The following observations 
concern special cases of uk(n): 
u,(k - i) = co, i>O (a) 
(b) 
u,(k” + i) = 1, i> 1, Cc) 
u,(k’--i)=2, 0 < i < Lk2/4J Cd) 
The first statement is evident, since every line defines a k-projection on 
a set of n <k points, and the second, since every direction in a set of k + 1 
points in general position is a k-projection. Observation (c) follows from 
the total of k2 intersections on a k x k grid which limits the size of any 
point set generating two distinct k-projections to k2. For (d), note that the 
first two k-projections define a grid of k2 points. The third direction 
defining the minimum number of lines, 2k - 1, must be a diagonal of the 
grid. There are two lines containing each of from 1 to k - 1 points and one 
other contains k points. Selecting the lines with the highest number of 
points leaves 
(k ~ I l/Z k2- 1 i=2 C j=- 
J=l 
4 
points from the grid if k is odd and 
i=~+2’*-~“* j=~ 
.i= I  
if k is even. Considering any direction other than a diagonal leaves even 
more of the grid points uncovered. Therefore, at most k2 - Lk2/4 J points 
allow three different k-projections. 
The function uk(n) observes the following monotonicities 
u,(n+ l)<uk(n) (e) 
Uk(n)~uk+,(n+l). (f) 
The first monotonicity follows from the deletion of any point in a con- 
figuration with uk (n + 1) k-projections. To obtain the second, consider an 
arrangement of n points with uk(tz) k-projections. Adding another point to 
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the arrangement which is not on one of the at most k. uk(n) projection 
lines defines a configuration with at least Us (k + 1)-projections. 
Together, they provide the following order on values of this two parameter 
function: 
2. RESULTS 
We now present a variety of upper and lower bound results for uk(n) 
which are tight over different values of k, 1 d k <n - 1. Our upper bound 
results on vk(n) rest on the maximum size of the collinearity graph 
representing the lines involved in all the k-projections of N. Its nodes are 
the points of N and it connects two points by an edge if the corresponding 
two points lie on a line parallel to a k-projection. 
THEOREM 1. For integers a > 1 and k > b > 0, we have 
v (ak+b)<(ak+b)(ak+b-l) 
k . a(ak-k+2b) ’ 
Proof: When m vertices are collinear on a projection line, they account 
for (T) edges in the collinearity graph. Distributing the points uniformly 
among the projection lines for each k-projection minimizes the total num- 
ber of edges added to the graph from any projection. The most uniform 
distribution of ak + b points, assuming b < k, puts a + 1 points on each of 
b lines, and a points on the remaining k-b lines. Since the total number 
of edges in collinearity graph cannot exceed ( ak$ ‘), we have 
which leads to the result. 1 
Two special cases of Theorem 1 are when n = k + b or n = ak. The first 
case is applicable when n is only slightly larger than k and is tight when 
k = n - 1. The second is a generalization of observation (b) and applies 
when n is considerably larger than k. The resulting bounds are given below. 
COROLLARIES. For integers k < n, we have 
n(n - 1) 
uk(n)<------, 
2(n-k) (1) 
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n-l 
u,(n)<---- 
n/k- 1’ (2) 
All of the above results are combinatorial rather than geometric, and 
thus the bounds do not fully reflect the relationships between points in the 
plane and lines indicent upon them. The next two theorems give a tight 
bound over a large range of n and k. 
THEOREM 2. There is a positive constant c such that vk(n) < ck2/n if 
cOk d n < k2/c,, where c,, is a sufficiently large constant. 
Proof. Let N be a set of n points that realizes v&(n) k-projections. 
Szemeredi and Trotter [4] prove that the number of incidences i between 
n points and t lines is bounded by id c,r~*/~t~/’ with the restriction that 
& d t d (“2). The number of lines over all k-projections of N is t d k . v,(n), 
with the inequality coming from projections of less than k lines. Each point 
in N is incident upon exactly vk (n) lines, so i = n. vk(n). Thus, 
Substituting t < k . uk (n) and rearranging terms gives the result. The range 
of validity on this formula follows from the range where Szemertdi and 
Trotter’s result is valid. m 
THEOREM 3. vk(n)=Q(k2/n) if ck <n < k’jc, where c is a sufficiently 
large constant. 
Proof We use the example of a &x & grid of lattice points G. We 
shall consider only the directions with slope 0 < x/y d 1, where x d y < & 
and x and y are relatively prime. The complete set of such rational num- 
bers are known as the Farey sequence of order & [S]. The Farey sequence 
of order &, negated and inverted, accounts for all the directions in G. 
The fractions in a Farey sequence with denominator d are exactly those 
x < d, where x is relatively prime to d. Thus the number of fractions in a 
Farey sequence of order m is ET= r d(i), where d(i) is the Euler totient func- 
tion, the number of positive integers less than or equal to i which are 
relatively prime to i. Hardy and Wright [6] prove that Cy= r 4(i) = 
3m2/n2 + O(m log m). 
To determine the size k of the k-projection of G onto a line per- 
pendicular to direction x/y, we note that each point image in the projection 
is represented by a point in the y x x lower corner of the grid, as shown 
in Fig. 1. Counting the points in this L-shaped region gives k = 
&(x+y)-xy. 
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FIG. 1. The size of the projection with slope .x/y of G. 
Consider the directions within a nLI x @’ portion of G, 0 da < i. By the 
previous analysis, this square defines the @(n20) slopes of a Farey sequence 
of order a. For any of these directions, x < y < n”, so the size of such a 
projection is O(H(~‘+~)‘~), which gives the result. i 
Our lower bound results over other ranges are by construction. The 
following is tight when n = k + 1 and applicable when n is only slightly 
bigger than k. 
THEOREM 4. u~(~)>(L”/~“;~)J), 
Proof Arrange Ln/(n - k)] points so that no three are collinear or two 
pairs of pcints lie on parallel lines. Replicate this arrangement n - k times, 
so that the orientation of the point set is unchanged and no points from 
different copies of the arrangement are colinear along a projection line. If 
Ln/(n - k)j < n/(n -k), then we choose the appropriate number of points 
of an additional copy so that n is the total number of points. Each direc- 
tion in the original arrangement represents a projection of at most k since 
there are at least n-k disjoint pairs of points that lie on lines parallel to 
the projection. 1 
The following lower bound applies to ok(n) for smaller k, but also 
represents an interesting special case. 
THEOREM 5. 2k - 12 ak (2k) B k. 
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Proof: The upper bound follows from Theorem 1. For the lower 
bound, consider a regular 2k-gon. Any projection parallel to an edge is a 
k-projection, and each edge is parallel to exactly one other in the polygon. 
In passing we mention that if the vertices are labeled in order, the direction 
defined by vertices v, and vi+? represents a (k + 1)-projection, so 
uk + I(X) 2 2k. 
FIG. 2. Point sets of size 2k maximizing the number of k-projections. 
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An alternate construction nests two regular k-gons as shown in Fig. 2. 
The inside k-gon vertices are at the intersections of the lines defined by the 
two neighbors of each vertex of the outside k-gon. Each of these k direc- 
tions defines a k-projection with one line incident upon four points and two 
upon singleton points. 1 
We can also consider the number of k-projections for point sets subject 
to a restriction on the number of points which can be collinear. Let vi(n) 
be the maximum number of k-projections on n points with at most a points 
collinear, that is, on a common line. 
THEOREM 6. oZ(ak)<k. 
Proof: Note that a k-projection on ak points with at most a points 
collinear implies that every projection line contains exactly a points. For 
any point p in N, the possible k-projections are defined by the directions 
in N through p. Each direction through p partitions N into two subsets, 
both of which must contain a multiple of a points if the direction defines 
a k-projection. At most k of the up to ak - 1 directions can. 1 
We note that Theorems 5 and 6 together imply that I$ (2k) = k. 
L 
Theorem 1 
1 
Theorem 2 
Theorem 3 
Pd”) 
l/2 1 log k 
n 
FIG. 3. Upper and lower bounds on uk(n). 
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3. CONCLUSIONS 
We have given several upper and lower bounds on the function uk(n). 
Figure 3 shows that these bound uk(n) to within a multiplicative constant 
over the entire range of k<n. Further study can be expected to further 
improve and hopefully unify these results. Perhaps the most interesting 
open problem is to find vk (2k). We have shown that 2k - 12 vk (2k) 2 k 
and vk+l (2k)>2k. 
We note that several of our results also hold for point sets in E3. Specifi- 
cally, the upper bounds of Theorems 1 and 2 and the lower bound of 
Theorem 4 immediately generalize to three dimensions. 
Another generalization of v, Vk(n), maximizes the number of projections 
of exactly k point images. Clearly, Vk (n) Q uk (n), but we conjecture 
equality. We can also consider the sizes of central projections as we have 
considered the size of parallel projections. Finally, the motivating problem 
of reconstructing non-convex polygons from orthogonal projections 
remains open. 
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